
In this presentation, we’ll review networking and using LinkedIn.
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Here’s what we’re going to talk about today. 
Using LinkedIn for internship/job search is a different presentation not covered in this 
presentation.



LinkedIn is a professional social networking resource. It is a space where you can share 
your accomplishments, expand on things that do not fit on your resume, and build and 
maintain your social network.
It’s also a great source of information about career preparation:  who has the job you 
want?  What steps did they take to get there:  education,  certifications, and progression of 
positions and roles?



LinkedIn profiles for students are different than those for working professionals.



This example is from an actual student profile – this student was hired into the desired 
industry and role.  It’s not a perfect example, but is validated by the fact that the 
student achieved the desired position.  

Note, you are not required to post your resume.  If you choose to do so, keep any 
personal information off of the resume, and recognize that any information on the 
resume can be copied by others.  Do not put your personal address on this resume.  
Consider carefully if you want to have your phone number on this resume.  
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Goal:  present yourself as a professional. Photo needs to be appropriate for that goal.
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Make sure your profile on LinkedIn is clearly communicating what you are looking for and 
how you are prepared for that role.
And now we shift gears and go to the topic of networking.



Be visible, not invisible – don’t hide
Be noticed – for your results and skills
Be connected – so that others can know your skills, see your results and can find you.

So, what’s the big deal about this?
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How many applications does Google get in a year?  6 million.
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Visibility includes other students as well as professionals.
Lots of opportunities to join student organizations:  many of the profession-based 

organizations (IEEE, ASME, SWE, …) have student sections at ASU and have 
professional sections in Phoenix and other cities.  These organizations give you 
access to professionals.  Other student organizations provide opportunities that are 
more local, but still provide excellent opportunities to connect with both 
professionals and fellow students.  Many of these organizations have their own 
career events at the local and global levels.

Volunteering at events allows you to make contact with other students, university staff 
and faculty, and professionals.  

Attending info sessions, tech talks, and conferences is a great way to learn about your 
profession.  

Student competitions provide ways for you to demonstrate your skills and build your 
resume.

On campus jobs vary, but all of them allow you to build your network with ASU faculty 
and staff.  Research jobs provide skills-based experiences; tutoring shows 
communication skills;  other positions provide powerful sources of 
recommendations from supervisors and possible connections to alumni as well as 
other students.
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Where you do NOT find networking opportunities:  
Not your classroom.  Not while doing classwork.  
Not on your game controller or TV.  
Not with your friends at  __.  
Message:  must focus and put energy on building new set of contacts and friends.
Must start building your network BEFORE you graduate:  you need to have developed a 
network of professionals, other students, and other people who can help you…and that 
you can help when they need it
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Example: look up the speaker on LinkedIn.  Go up and introduce yourself before the event.

Sit next to people you don’t know already.  Engage with them.



Role play standing in line at professional event.
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Same as the in-person events:  Webinar:  Get information about the speaker and send that 
person a personalized invitation on LinkedIn.  
See who else attends a virtual event:  send that person a note and make a connection to 
another attendee.  
Other example:  see who writes articles in the newsletter.  Send that person a personal 
connection request on LinkedIn.



Sample:  “I’m a student at Arizona State University studying electrical engineering.  I 
want to know if I should get a master’s degree or become a licensed PE.  How does 
your company value these?”
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Use the Help on LinkedIn to find out more about groups:
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/186
You may join 100 groups on LinkedIn. 
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/190
Same advice as example#2: engage, post, connect with other members of the group.
You can message up to 15 time per month free to other group members:  
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/192
You can connect to group members:  https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/715



You can connect with ASU alumni in the field you are trying to go in to. You automatically 
have something in common to talk about.
Also seek groups related to your Fulton School, your major, special interest.

Also follow companies that interest you to keep up with news and events.



Drill in:
Set the “Attended” dates to narrow the search (for example, recent alumni)
Use other keywords to identify majors or other subsets.
LI will return alumni matching against that criteria.
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Develop your skills, Expand your network; you have to get going aggressively,

now, not later.

Grades are not enough.  Not knowing anyone is not an excuse.  Don’t wait for 

the opportunities to find you.  
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Here are some resources you can use
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